Air Command HQ
Central Registry

Date: 1 Mar 1996

FILE No. 580 ACC
Passed To: Date Init

PA: -
CP: -

1. DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTING: 11 Mar 1996 11:00
2. SKY CONDITIONS: Clear
3. NAME OF OBSERVER: Rich
4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING: 40th/Mar. 1.5
5. ID OF OTHER OBSERVERS: AIL
6. DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT:
   - Shape: White cord with red tail
   - Color: White

Aircom: OPCEN

DTG: REC 03/1500 3/1996
NO ACTION TAKEN

0 Ops 0 Init.
MOVEMENT: NEAR STATIONARY
NUMBER OF OBJECTS: ONE
DURATION OF OBSERVATION: ONGOING

REMARKS:
CASUAL STARGAZER
SEEN DUE WEST OF WINDINFO THROUGH BINOCULARS, 7 X 15.
LOCKED IN FIELD OF VIEW.
F 210920Z MAR 06
FM 21 ACH CON NORTH RAY//
TO PCMROCA/AIRCOM MUNNIPG//DCOS SP OPS//
INFO PCMROCA/NDCC OTTAWA//
FT
UNCLASSIFIED
SUBJ: NFO REPORT
A. 20 MAR 06 REPORT
B. EVENING PARTIALLY CLOUDY
C. 19 C
D. FEAR THE BONE OF SOURCES AT TRANS CANADA HWY NEAR MONTREAL
E. NIL
F. DIAMOND SHAPED WHITE AND YELLOW 500 FT HIGH SOUTH TO NORTH
   MOVEMENT VERY FAST
G. 1.5 SEC
FT

AIR COM. OPS CEN
DTG REC'D 003
ACTION MAKE COPY FOR:
AIRcom/550 ACS/2EN
C/O, INITIALS
RCAAZYAW RCLHBF5078 0822332-UUUU--RCWBOCA,
ZNR UUUU (ZYA)
RCAAZYAW RCLHBF2140 0822012-UUUU--RCCBFMA RCWBOCA,
ZNR UUUU
R 221955Z MAR 96
FM NDHQ OTTAWA
TO RCCBFMA/21 ACW CTN NORTH BAY//SD//
RCWBOCA/AI=COM WINNIPEG//SSO ACS// A

PT UNCLAS J3 OPS 3044
SUBJ: UFO SIGHTING
REF: TELECON 19(4) / NDPG 22 MAR 96
1. A UFO SIGHTING WAS REPORTED TO NDPG BY 19(4) OF MASHAM, PQ
   AT REF. THE SIGHTING OCCURRED ON 19 MAR 96 BETWEEN 2200 AND 2225
   LOCAL TIME.
2. 19(4) REPORTED THAT THE UFO, OVAL IN SHAPE AND EMITTING A
    BRIGHT LIGHT (COLOUR ALTERNATING BETWEEN RED, GREEN AND WHITE) WAS
    FIRST SPOTTED AS SHE WAS DRIVING TO HER HOME IN MASHAM, BUT WAS
    VISIBLE FROM HER HOUSE AFTER SHE REACHED HOME. SHE DESCRIBED THE
    EDGE OF THE UFO AS HAVING WHAT APPEARED TO BE FLUORESCENT LIGHT-LIKE
    PROTRUSIONS AROUND ITS CIRCUMFERENCE. SHE ADDED THAT THE UFO WAS
    MOVING ALL OVER THE SKY, FIRST AT VERY LOW ALTITUDE, THEN AT A HIGHER
    ALTITUDE, PRIOR TO DISAPPEARING. SHE ALSO OBSERVED FOUR PASSENGER
    AIRCRAFT FLYING PAST THE AREA IN WHICH THE UFO WAS OBSERVED AND
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EMPHASIZED HER CERTAINTY THAT THE PILOTS WOULD HAVE SEEN THE LIGHT FROM THE UFO THAT SHE WAS SEEING.

3. CONTACT NUMBERS AS FOL:
A. NDCC (F13) 092-2900
B. [A(4)]
C. [C]
D. #5079
F. PERSONNEL IN TOWER AT CFB BAGOTVILLE ONE, ALSO WITNESSED THEY THOUGHT WAS A SHOOTING STAR

F. CIRCULAR WITH WHITE TAIL, YELLOW AND ORANGE, HAD THE NORTHERN DIRECTION OF CHICOUTIMI TOWARDS THE GROUND, RADIANT, ONE OBJECT

7. 2 OR 3 MINUTES
PRIORITY

PAAUZTV RCBFYA0034 1632235-UUUU--RCWBOCA
ZNR UUUUU
P 122230Z APR 96
FM 21 ACC SGN NORTH BAT//SD//
TO RCWBOCA/ACOC WINNIPEG//SSO ACS//
RCEONC/NRCOTT OTTAWA//HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS//
RCCPISA/NDOC OTTAWA
ET
UNCLAS SD 015
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: TELECON
1. 120715Z APR
2. CLEAR
3. RADIO OPERATOR - FISHING VESSEL-
4. REPORTED UHF RADIO TO FMCS TERRA NOVA
5. NA
6. BRIGHT LIGHT ON HORIZON-INCREASED INTENSITY NEAR SHIP
7. WHITE LIGHT CHANGING TO ORANGE AS IT NEARED SHIP
8. CIRCULAR
9. 10 MINUTES
10. NO SOUND
11. POSITION 4648M134W HDG TOWARDS SOUTHEAST WHERE OBJECT FADED

OPCN

NO ACTION TAKEN

Init.
12. HMCS TERRA NOVA RETAINS THE VOICE RECORDING OF INCIDENT
DEPT OF FISHERIES HAS INFO ON FISHING VESSEL. DUTY OFFICER
MARLANT HQ N21 -TEL 447-2522 RELAYED THIS REPORT TO CANR